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Abstract

Strain and damage distributions within a dogbone specimen containing a rectangular notch
were assessed in-situ via X-Ray Computer Tomography coupled with Digital Volume Cor-
relation. The specimen cut from a continuous glass fiber mat reinforced polyester resin
composite plate was subjected to cyclic tensile loading. The strain-damage interplay was
evaluated by analyzing major eigen strain and correlation residual fields. The horizontal
strained band emanating from the notch root was present from the beginning of loading.
The final failure proceeded along this strained band. The first cracks did not initiate in the
notched region, despite high strain gradients. Strain activity and damage growth were quan-
tified by analyzing the cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains. The comparison
was made between the notched region and the remaining part of the inspected specimen.
It is shown that, although the mean levels were higher in the notched region, the standard
deviations of the major eigen strain distributions were higher in the remaining part of the
specimen.

Keywords: Polymer matrix composite, Digital Volume Correlation, Damage growth,
Correlation residuals, Strain fields

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing application of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) in various indus-
try branches is justified by their advantageous properties (e.g., high stiffness to weight
ratio) compared to conventional engineering materials [1]. The failure of such materials is
induced by various damage mechanisms initiating at different scales (micro-, meso- and
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macroscale) [2]. Due to the likely activation of different damage mechanisms and their in-
teraction, comprehensive analyses of damage phenomena call for advanced techniques for
damage detection and monitoring.

Damage phenomena within the material bulk can be experimentally assessed employ-
ing X-Ray Computed Tomography (XCT). The latter has been extensively used to quantify
damage growth within specimens subjected to different loading regimes by processing 3D
images [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, this approach enabled only microstructural changes to be as-
sessed, i.e., the bulk kinematics was not determined, nor was it related to microstructural
features. This limitation can be overcome with Digital Volume Correlation, which aims
at measuring displacements and calculating strains both on the surface and in the material
bulk by correlating two scans acquired at different stages [7, 8, 9]. As such, this full-field
measurement technique complements XCT analyses. Local approaches to DVC, which split
the inspected Region of interest (ROI) into smaller sub-volumes that are registered inde-
pendently (i.e., the displacement continuity between adjacent sub-volumes is not ensured),
are employed in the majority of existing studies on FRP [10, 11, 12]. In a recent work [13],
it was shown that the regions exhibiting high strains also corresponded to damage incep-
tion areas within a short fiber reinforced polymer composite. A strain threshold was used
to isolate highly strained regions. These “hot spots” were compared to damage inception
areas manually detected in the 3D images. Even though the proposed approach resulted in
a reduction of time and computational resources needed to inspect damaged zones (as DVC
strain fields provided the indication of damage inception areas), the overall outcome still
depended on the heterogeneity of the strain fields and active damage mechanisms.

Global approaches based on finite element (FE) discretizations were recently intro-
duced [14, 15]. They generally assume the continuity of displacement fields. One of the
major advantages of such approaches is the accessibility of correlation residuals that cor-
respond to the gray level difference between the reference volume and the volume of the
deformed material corrected by the measured displacement field [7]. As the gray level con-
servation is the underlying hypothesis of DVC [16, 17, 9], correlation residuals are used
for registration quality inspection (i.e., when checking the convergence of the algorithm).
As damage phenomena deteriorate gray level conservation, discontinuities and damaged
zones for converged displacement fields can be unveiled by studying the correlation residual
fields [18, 7, 19]. The quantification of strained areas and damage growth, as well as the
analysis of strain-damage interaction, was thus provided within a single framework.

The research performed herein considers the quantification of strain activity and damage
growth in a dogbone specimen subjected to cyclic tensile loading and simultaneously im-
aged in an XCT scanner. The investigated specimen was cut from a continuous glass fiber
mat reinforced polyester resin composite plate, and contained a rectangular notch machined
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to induce high strain gradients. The bulk displacements were measured with FE-based DVC,
which enabled for the calculation of 3D strain maps. The strained band activity and dam-
age growth were quantified by analyzing the cumulative probabilities of major eigen strain
distributions extracted during the prescribed loading history. Two quantities are analyzed,
namely, mean levels and standard deviations of the corresponding distributions.

The present paper is organized as follows. First, the properties and fabrication procedure
of the investigated composite material are presented, followed by a brief description of
regularized FE-based DVC. The investigated specimen geometry is presented together with
the employed mechanical and imaging setup. Prior to loading the specimen, two scans were
acquired in the undeformed state to evaluate measurement uncertainties. Next, the results
of volume registrations are discussed. Last, the quantification of strain activity and damage
growth within the investigated specimen is performed.

2. Material and experimental setup

The material of the single notched specimen is a polyester resin reinforced with contin-
uous glass fiber mat. It was produced by manual lay-up followed by compression molding.
The laminate consisted of 12 plies of R-glass fiber mat. The composition (in volume frac-
tion %) was 40% of fibers, 55% of matrix and, as vacuum was not applied during molding,
the volume fraction of air voids was equal to 5%. The enhanced contrast between the con-
stituents (in this specific case, between matrix, fibers and air voids, as shown in Fig. 1(a))
makes the investigated material suitable for DVC as it relies on natural contrast [7].

The dogbone specimen geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a). The thickness of the specimen
was 5.2 mm, while the notch depth and width were equal to 1.6 mm and 0.6 mm, respec-
tively. The studied specimen was subjected to cyclic tensile loading with the TTC Deben
testing machine, while being simultaneously imaged in the X50+ scanner (North Star Imag-
ing) of LMPS. The test comprised of 4 loading cycles corresponding to 25%, 50%, 75%
and 90% of specimen failure strength (σm = 135 MPa), as shown in Fig. 1(b). The stroke
velocity was equal to 4 µm/s. After applying each loading/unloading step, the specimen
was scanned while rotating about the tomographic axis. 3D images (encoded as 8-bit deep
gray levels) were reconstructed from the collected radiographs captured at equally spaced
angles by using a filtered back-projection algorithm [20], and no additional filtering was
applied. The size of the ROI focused on the thinned ligament was 680×465×1001 voxels
(Fig. 1(a)). The scanning parameters are given in Appendix A (Table A.1). The first scan (0)
was acquired with high quality (HQ) scanning parameters. As it resulted in low noise levels,
it was considered as the reference for evaluating measurement uncertainties and performing
subsequent correlation analyses. However, this acquisition required 2 h to be completed.
Thus, to conduct the experiment in a reasonable time, as well as to mitigate e.g. relaxation
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phenomena, the number of averaging frames for all subsequent acquisitions was reduced
to 1 (continuous scanning parameters, see Table A.1). Such parameters led to 4 min acqui-
sitions. After acquiring the reference scan, 10 additional scans were acquired during the
loading procedure. The physical size of one voxel was 14.6 µm.

The inspected ROI was discretized with first-order tetrahedral elements tailored to the
actual specimen geometry. The average element length was 11 voxels. It was a priori as-
sumed that the notch would induce high strain gradients and, consequently, damage phe-
nomena would concentrate in that area. Thus, the mesh was refined in the notched region,
i.e., the average element lengths of the notched region and the remaining part of the ROI
were 8 voxels and 14 voxels, respectively. The total number of degrees of freedom (DOFs)
was 68,451 for the measured displacement field.

3. Digital Volume Correlation

The present section outlines the basic principles of regularized FE-based DVC. Next,
the measurement uncertainties are evaluated by correlating two scans of undeformed stages.
These scans (0 and 00) were acquired prior to prescribing any load.

3.1. Registration principle

Global DVC employed herein is a full-field measurement technique enabling for dis-
placement measurements and calculation of strain maps within the bulk of investigated
materials [7, 8, 9]. This technique relies on matching the gray levels between the recon-
structed volume of the reference configuration f(x) (where x denotes the voxel location)
and a series of images g(x) of deformed configurations. Thus, the gray level conservation is
assumed to relate two reconstructed volumes

f(x) = g(x+ u(x)), (1)

where u is the measured displacement field. As the tomographic technique causes devia-
tions due to acquisition noise and reconstruction artifacts, the conservation of gray levels
cannot be satisfied in real applications. Thus, the aim of the correlation procedure is to min-
imize the sum of squared differences over the ROI with respect to the sought displacement
amplitudes [14]

Φ2
c =

∑
ROI

φ2
c(x), (2)

where φc defines the gray level residual field

φc(x) = f(x)− g(x+ u(x)). (3)
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As an FE-based approach was employed in the present study, the global residual was min-
imized with respect to the unknown degrees of freedom when the displacement is written
as

u(x) =
∑
n

unΨn(x), (4)

where un are nodal displacements, and Ψn the corresponding FE shape functions. Thus,
the displacement field is regularized with a continuity requirement a priori assumed for the
kinematic solution. Additional mechanical regularization acting as a low-pass displacement
filter may be implemented in the correlation procedure.

3.2. Mechanical regularization

In the present work, mechanical regularization based on the equilibrium gap in linear
elasticity was employed. Such an approach considers the L2 norm of the unbalanced nodal
forces for bulk degrees of freedom (DOFs) and traction-free surfaces (Neumann DOFs) [21]

Φm({u}) = {u}⊤[Km]
⊤[Km]{u}, (5)

where Φm is the equilibrium gap function, and [Km] the partial stiffness matrix for bulk
and Neumann DOFs. As the external forces are not known, this premise is not valid for
the remaining (Dirichlet) DOFs [21, 22]. An additional penalty term is employed for these
nodes

ΦS({u}) = {u}⊤[KS]
⊤[L][KS]{u}, (6)

where [KS] is the partial stiffness matrix for Dirichlet nodes, [L] the discrete Laplace-
Beltrami operator, and {uuu} the column vector gathering the nodal displacements associated
with the discretized displacement field uuu. The total cost function Φt consists of a linear com-
bination of DVC cost function Φc, equilibrium gap Φm, and penalty term for the gradient of
normal tractions ΦS

Φt({u}) =
ωc

ωt

Φ̂c({u}) +
ωm

ωt

Φ̂m({u}) +
ωS

ωt

Φ̂S({u}), (7)

with

Φ̂c({u}) = Φc({u})/({v}⊤[M]{v}),

Φ̂m({u}) = Φm({u})/Φm({v}),

Φ̂S({u}) = ΦS({u})/ΦS({v}).

(8)

In Equation (8), the column vector {v} gathers the nodal displacements associated with
a shear wave of wavevector k [21], and the weighting terms are related to corresponding
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regularization lengths ℓ

ωc = 1, ωm = (ℓm|k|)4, ωS = (ℓS|k|)4, (9)

such that
ωt = ωc + ωm + ωS. (10)

The weights associated with mechanical regularization are varied by changing the regular-
ization lengths. When FE-based DVC is employed, the regularization is activated for any
length ℓ greater than the characteristic element length. Mechanical regularization penal-
izes high-frequency noise features and enforces smoothness of measured fields. Gains in
measurement uncertainty can be achieved, and convergence of the correlation algorithm is
enhanced [23, 7, 21].

The volumes acquired during the in-situ test were analyzed via regularized FE-based
DVC implemented within the Correli 3.0 framework [24]. One of the major advantages of
global DVC is the availability of correlation residual maps φc for each analyzed volume.
These residuals provide useful information to detect damage inception and growth at the
voxel scale. As the displacement fields are assumed to be continuous within the investigated
ROI, higher values indicate local violations to gray level conservation, and thus reveal dam-
aged zones [7, 8, 9]. In addition, global approaches based on finite element discretizations
can be directly linked with numerical simulations of mechanical problems [25].

3.3. Selection of regularization length
The selection of the regularization length was conducted by correlating HQ scan 0 with

scans 00 and 08 (corresponding to the peak force of the last loading cycle prior to specimen
failure). Series of analyses were run with different bulk regularization lengths ℓm, while the
regularization length for Dirichlet nodes ℓS was set to 64 vx. The reason for keeping ℓS con-
stant was to lower displacement fluctuations on surfaces that may be used to drive numerical
simulations with measured (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. The next DVC calculation was
performed with ℓm divided by two, with as initial guess the displacement field at conver-
gence of the previous calculation (i.e., root mean square of the displacement correction
between two iterations less than 10−4 vx). This relaxation procedure [22] was performed
until ℓm was less than the mean element length (i.e., no mechanical penalization).

The quality of regularized registration was evaluated by calculating mechanical residu-
als Φm and the root mean square (RMS) of the gray level residuals φc. Figure 2(a) shows
that by increasing the regularization length, a significant decrease of mechanical residuals
was observed. For scan 00, the RMS gray level residuals remained essentially constant espe-
cially for bulk regularization lengths greater than 64 vx. An increase in gray level residuals
with the bulk regularization length was more pronounced for scan 08. This effect stems
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from the fact that scan 08 was acquired at the peak of the last loading cycle prior to speci-
men failure, thus damage (which impaired gray level conservation) was expected to occur
for high regularization lengths. Yet, even for scan 08, this increase was small. The variation
of the regularization length did not have a significant influence on the correlation residuals
(i.e., on the quality of the registration). Conversely, the mechanical residuals varied sig-
nificantly with the regularization lengths. In strongly regularized solutions, high spatial
frequencies were smeared out, resulting in smooth displacement and strain fields. For scan
00, the mechanical residuals could be decreased at will by increasing the regularization
length. Conversely, for scan 08, they leveled off when ℓm > 64 vx, thereby indicating that
the strain fluctuations should not be filtered out. According to the observed trends, employ-
ing a bulk regularization length ℓm of 64 vx and an identical regularization for Dirichlet
nodes (i.e., ℓS/ℓm = 1) was selected for the DVC analyses reported herein.

In regularized DVC, the mesh size can be made very small [16] and the uncertainties
are then controlled by the regularization lengths once greater than the element size [26, 27].
This effect is observed in Fig. 2(b) when the DVC uncertainties were assessed by correlat-
ing scans 0 and 00. The DVC uncertainties correspond to the standard deviations (Std) of
measured nodal displacements (after subtraction of rigid body motions). The strain uncer-
tainty was calculated as the standard deviation of nodal values of major eigen strains. A de-
crease in regularization lengths resulted in an increase of standard measurement uncertain-
ties, as the spurious fluctuations were less filtered out. This increase was more pronounced
for regularization lengths less than 64 vx. The change in standard strain uncertainties was
more pronounced as usually observed [28]. These remarks further justify the choice of
employing ℓm equal to 64 vx.

The assessed measurement uncertainties (when employing bulk and surface regulariza-
tion length equal to 64 vx) are reported in Table 1, together with the RMS correlation resid-
uals Φc over the inspected ROI. They are related to intrinsic artifacts of the tomographic
technique (e.g., image noise, ring artifacts, spurious motions during scanning [7]), while
an additional source of uncertainty was due to the fact that scans of different qualities were
correlated (Table A.1). The reported values were deemed sufficiently low, and correspond to
limits above which the mechanical signal is distinguished from noise.

4. Results

In this section, the results of the DVC analyses are presented. They all converged, i.e.,
the RMS displacement increment between two iterations became less than 10−4 vx. First,
the thresholded major eigen strain fields and correlation residual maps are analyzed to
study strain-damage interactions. The absolute range of the correlation residual fields was
chosen to be between 50 and 120 gray levels. As such, all estimated levels that fell outside
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that specified range originated from mechanical causes. Damage initiation and growth
was detected from local increases in correlation residuals (attributed to the violation of the
gray level conservation and displacement continuity associated with the tetrahedral mesh).
Last, the quantification of damage growth was performed by analyzing the cumulative
probabilities of major eigen strain distributions extracted during the prescribed loading
history. Two additional quantities are analyzed, namely, mean levels and standard deviations
of the corresponding distributions.

4.1. Major eigen strain fields and correlation residual maps

Figure 3 shows the major eigen strain fields calculated for the scans acquired during
the prescribed loading history (Fig. 1(b)). The cycle-wise loading was especially interest-
ing in terms of activation and deactivation of strained bands. When complemented with
correlation residual fields (Fig. 6), such an analysis enabled for the study of strain-damage
interactions.

The cyclic strain fields displayed complex patterns, i.e., the formation of multiple
strained bands. The presence of an inner, horizontal strained band emanating from the
notch root was first observed for scan 01 (Fig. 3(b)). This band already extended through
the whole ligament area. As the loading levels became higher, several strained bands ap-
peared within the investigated specimen (some of which originated from the notched root,
while additional strained areas appeared on the specimen ligament edges). In spite of high
strain gradients in the notched region, the observed strained bands experienced an increase
of strain levels due to the prescribed loading. This remark implied that the investigated
material was notch-insensitive [29].

In addition to the major eigen strain fields, the εxx, εyy and εzz strain fields of scan 08
(corresponding to the last loading cycle prior to specimen failure) are shown in Fig. 4. The
εxx strain field was mainly homogeneous, except in the vicinity of the notch root where
high gradients occurred. Conversely, the strain field in the through-thickness direction (εyy)
was not uniform but exhibited strained bands (on the notch-free ligament edge), while a
second strained band originated from the notch root and propagated below it reaching the
ligament edge. It is worth noting that the final failure proceeded along the early, horizontal
strained band. Yet, an additional crack branch appeared on the front specimen surface, and
it corresponded to the strained band visible in the εyy strain field. High strain gradients were
also observed close to the notch root near the front specimen surface (y = 105 vx). These
gradients decreased when approaching the rear specimen surface (y = 410 vx). Last, the εzz
strain field (corresponding to the loading direction) was very heterogeneous. The dominant,
and essentially horizontal, strained band is visible, as well as the band emanating from
the notch root and propagating below it toward the notch-free ligament edge. High strain
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gradients are apparent within the notched region. From Fig. 4, it is concluded that the main
contribution to the heterogeneity of the strain fields stemmed from εyy and εzz strains.

To further investigate the premise of notch-insensitivity, profiles of εzz strain averaged
through the sample thickness (y−direction) in the slice z = 538 vx (corresponding to
the notch mid-plane) are displayed in Fig. 5. These strain profiles were computed for the
loaded (i.e., 01, 03, 05, 07 and 08) scans. Very high strain levels and gradients developed
at the notch root (x = 474 vx). Yet, they did not lead to premature failure. For all analyzed
scans, the strain levels decreased when approaching the notch-free ligament edge (x =

50 vx). With an increase in prescribed load, the strains also increased outside of the notched
region, despite high strain gradients at the notch root. The observed trends demonstrate the
ability of the studied material to sustain very high strain levels and gradients within notched
regions, and still undergo increases in strain levels within the remaining ROI.

The presented strain fields are complemented with the analysis of correlation residual
maps to investigate strain-damage interplay. For scan 00, the correlation residual map ex-
hibited very low levels homogeneously distributed within the ROI. The presence of a ring
artifact in the center of the specimen was revealed not only for this scan, but for all subse-
quent acquisitions. This feature proves that the registrations were successful, i.e., the initial
differences between gray level volumes decreased to the noise level except where this phe-
nomenon occurred. If the ring artifact had vanished, it would have meant that the algorithm
tracked ring artifacts and not the underlying kinematics of the investigated specimen. It is
also worth remembering that the gray level residuals serve as correlation quality inspection
tool. As damage growth impaired gray level conservation (being the underlying hypothesis
of global DVC employed in the present work) and consequently DVC convergence, the
correlation residuals also provided the means for damage detection in the zones where the
displacement continuity requirement was not met.

The first localized phenomena appeared near the unnotched ligament edge for scan 03,
i.e., at the peak of the second loading cycle (marked with the blue circle in Fig. 3(d)). As
the remaining part of the investigated ROI displayed sufficiently low values (proving that
the kinematics was well captured), it was concluded that the first cracks initiated, thereby
indicating the influence of specimen machining. It is important to highlight that damage
did not initiate in the notched region (in spite of high strain gradients), which further con-
tributed to the hypothesis of notch-insensitivity. Yet, subsequent unloading led to damage
deactivation due to crack closure (Fig. 6(e)). With the increase in load levels, numerous
damaged zones appeared within the material bulk (marked with blue and red circles in
Fig. 6(f)). The occurrence of damaged zones within the notched region was first observed
for scan 05 (marked with the red rectangular prism in Fig. 6(f)). However, for scan 06 ac-
quired in the unloaded stage, the cracks in the notched region were closed, while damage in
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the remaining part of the ROI was still active. For scans 07 and 08, the previously observed
damaged zones were once again active, as well as additional cracks appeared within the
inspected ROI (marked with green and purple circles in Fig. 6(h-i). Once again, the sub-
sequent unloading yielded damage deactivation (i.e., crack closure) in the notched region,
while damage in the remainder of the ROI was more pronounced.

From the reported major eigen strain fields and correlation residual maps, several con-
clusions can be drawn. First, even though the major eigen strain field is heterogeneous from
the beginning of loading (i.e., the formation of a horizontal strained band was unveiled
for scan 01, see Fig. 3(b)), damage growth was not detected until the peak of the second
loading cycle (scan 03, see Fig. 3(d)). If damage did occur, it remained very low and at a
scale lower than the scan resolution [30]. Second, the first cracks initiated and propagated
near the unnotched specimen ligament edge, in spite of high strain gradients in the notched
region. This phenomenon was assumed to be caused by the specimen machining. In addi-
tion, compared to the notched region, damage in the remaining part of the ROI was more
pronounced. It is important to highlight that the final failure of the investigated material pro-
ceeded along the horizontal strained band present from the beginning of the loading history.
These remarks exemplify the notch-insensitivity of the investigated composite material [29].
To further investigate this hypothesis, damage growth and major eigen strains are quantified
in the following section.

4.2. Quantification of strain activity and damage growth

In this section, cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains (ε1) are analyzed to quan-
tify strain activity and damage growth within the investigated specimen. Two quantities are
analyzed, namely, mean levels and standard deviations of the corresponding distributions.
The comparison is made between the notched region and the remaining part of the inspected
ROI (see Fig. 1(a)) to investigate notch-insensitivity of the studied composite. To ensure
better visualization, the cumulative probabilities of major eigen strain distributions are first
analyzed cycle-wise, and their range was limited to 0.03.

The comparison of cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains between the notched
region and the remainder of the ROI is shown in Fig. 7. For the scan acquired in the ref-
erence configuration (Fig. 7(a)), the reported major eigen strains were distributed within
the range of measurement uncertainties (Table 1). The cumulative plots of both inspected
regions exhibit identical slopes. Thus, the distribution of scan 00 extracted for the remain-
ing part of the ROI is added to all subsequent plots to track the accumulation of permanent
strains, as well as the initiation and opening of mesocracks. Even in the first loading cycle
(scan 01), the major eigen strains within the notched region were higher than those of the
remainder of the ROI (Fig. 7(b)). Thus, strain concentrations had already set in from the be-
ginning of the prescribed loading history. Subsequent specimen unloading led to permanent
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strains in the notched region i.e., the cumulative probability of the corresponding region was
shifted to the right compared to the probability of the remaining part of the ROI, as shown
in Fig. 7(c). The latter one was distributed within the range of measurement uncertainties.
Thus, no permanent strains were observed after the first loading cycle outside the notched
region.

At the peak of the second loading cycle (scan 03) the strain levels within the whole
ROI increased (Fig. 7(d)). This effect was more pronounced for the notched region, as the
corresponding cumulative probability was significantly shifted to the right (compared to the
distribution of the remaining part of the ROI) due to high strain gradients observed in the
notched region. Yet, they did not lead to premature failure. For scan 04, the offset between
the cumulative probabilities was due to the accumulation of permanent strains within the
notched region (Fig. 7(e)). Still, permanent strains were not observed in the remaining
part of the ROI. Yet, damage did not initiate in the notched region at this stage (Fig. 6(d)),
whereas the first mesocracks appeared near the notch-free ligament edge due to specimen
machining, as shown in Fig. 6(d).

The shift of cumulative probabilities to higher values was even more pronounced when
the specimen was cycled to 75% of its failure strength (scan 05), see Fig. 7(f). Again, high
strain gradients were induced in the notched region. After the specimen was unloaded (scan
06), the major eigen strains were higher than those of scan 04 (Fig. 7(g)). Thus, the ac-
cumulation of permanents strains was present in both parts of the ROI. It is interesting to
note that, for scan 06, the shift of cumulative distribution toward higher strains was again
more pronounced for the notched region. Yet, the first mesocracks occurring in the vicin-
ity of the notch root closed at this stage. Conversely, damaged zones near the specimen
ligament edges remained active, as shown in Fig. 6(g). This trend exemplifies the notch-
insensitivity of the studied material, namely, damage outside the notched region was more
pronounced even when the specimen was unloaded, in spite of high strain gradients induced
in the notched area.

Figures 7(h-j) show the cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains extracted for
the last loading/unloading cycle prior to specimen failure (i.e., scans 07, 08 and 09). At the
peak of the fourth loading cycle (scans 07 and 08), a significant increase of strain levels was
observed in the notched region. Yet, they did not cause premature specimen failure, and
the strain levels within the strained bands observed outside the notched region increased as
load levels became higher (Fig. 3(h-i)). The cumulative probabilities for scan 09 acquired
in the unloaded configuration revealed that during the prescribed loading, the accumulation
of permanent strains was more pronounced in the notched region. Yet, the strain levels
increased within the remainder of the ROI with higher load levels. This effect proves that
the impact of strained band and damage activity outside the notch on the final failure was
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stronger compared to the geometric effect induced by the notch and/or specimen machining.
The strained band activity and damage growth within the single notched specimen were

further quantified by analyzing the mean and standard deviation of major eigen strain distri-
butions. Figure 8 shows the change of mean levels of major eigen strain distributions and
their fluctuations (i.e., error bars corresponding to the standard deviation). The later ones
are reported in Table 2. The mean levels of major eigen strain distributions extracted from
the notch region were higher compared to those in the remainder of the ROI even for the
first loading cycle (scan 01) due to the high strain gradients. The reported mean levels also
prove that permanent strains accumulated within the notched region after the first loading
cycle (scan 02). For the remainder of the ROI, the accumulation of permanent strains were
induced later on. Conversely, Std(ε1) levels of the notched region were lower than those
of the remainder of the ROI. This phenomenon was first observed for scan 01. Cycling the
specimen up to 25% of its failure strength led to the occurrence of a horizontal strained
band originating from the notch root, as well as strained areas on the specimen ligament
edges (Fig. 3(b)), in spite of high strain gradients induced in the notch region. Furthermore,
the first mesocracks emerged close to the notch-free ligament edge (Fig. 6(d)), which is re-
flected in an increase of the fluctuations for scan 03. Upon subsequent unloading (scan 04),
the fluctuations again decreased to the level of scan 00, i.e., crack closure and damage deac-
tivation occurred (Fig. 7(e)). For scan 05, a significant increase of Std(ε1) was observed for
both parts of the ROI. The reported levels are well above the strain uncertainties reported in
Table 1. These fluctuations were due to the pronounced strain activity within the inspected
specimen (Figure 3(f)), as well as the opening of mesocracks revealed in the corresponding
residual map (Fig. 6(f)). Furthermore, a substantial increase of fluctuations was observed
for scans 07 and 08 due to an increase of strain levels within the inspected ROI, as well as
opening of existing cracks and the inception of additional damaged zones (Fig. 6(h-i)). Last,
the fluctuations of scan 09 reveal that permanent strains accumulated, as well as notable
amount of damage during the prescribed loading history. The analysis of mean levels and
standard deviation of major eigen strain distributions of the single notched specimen further
proved that, even though high strain gradients were induced in the notch region, the strain
activity within the remaining part of the ROI significantly contributed to the final failure.
The strain levels outside of the notched region gradually increased as the load levels became
higher, and the damage activity was more pronounced in that area. These observations once
again explain the notch-insensitivity of the investigated composite.

The cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains of the single notched specimen
confirmed that the first cracks did not initiate in the notched region, despite the high strain
activity. Damage phenomena were first observed near the ligament edge. The impact of
specimen machining was assumed to be its cause. The first cracks appeared in the vicinity
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of the notch root at the peak of the third loading cycle (scan 05). They were closed after
subsequent specimen unloading, while damage outside the notch region was still active.
This trend was observed for all subsequent unloading stages. The reported results demon-
strated that, despite high strain gradients induced in the notched region, the final failure
of the investigated material was driven by the heterogeneous mesostructure, and thus the
investigated material was notch-insensitive [29].

5. Conclusion

The present paper discussed the quantification of strain activity and damage growth
within a single-notched specimen subjected to cyclic tensile loading. First, the major eigen
strain fields and correlation residual maps were investigated. The former revealed the for-
mation of a horizontal strained band extending through the whole ligament area from the
very beginning of the loading history. The final crack path followed this early strained band.
As the loading levels increased, multiple strained bands developed within the investigated
specimen. They experienced an increase in strain levels, in spite of high strain gradients
within the notched region. Furthermore, the first damaged zones appeared in the vicinity of
the unnotched specimen ligament edge, and not in the notched region. Thus, the influence
of specimen machining was proven herein. It is important to note that, compared to the
notched region, damage in the remaining part of the ROI was more pronounced.

The strained band activity and damage growth were further quantified by studying cu-
mulative probabilities of major eigen strain distributions. The change in the mean levels and
standard deviations of the corresponding distributions were reported and analyzed. Std(ε1)
of the scans acquired in the loaded stages were significantly higher than those of scan 00,
and thus were deemed trustworthy. By analyzing the increase of fluctuations, it was possi-
ble to track the accumulation of permanent strains, as well as the initiation and opening of
mesocracks. It should also be emphasized that, even though mean major eigen strain levels
were higher in the notched region, the standard deviations of the corresponding major eigen
strain distributions were higher in the remainder of the ROI. All these observations explain
the notch-insensitivity of the studied composite.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Geometry of the investigated single notched dogbone specimen together with the region of
interest inspected in DVC analyses. The red contour depicts the region of interest, while the blue box denotes
the notched region employed for quantification of strain activity and damage growth. The size of the region
of interest was 680×465×1001 voxels, while the size of the notched region was 680×90×120 voxels. The
physical length of one voxel was equal to 14.6 µm. (b) Schematic representation of loading and acquisition
history of the in-situ tensile test. The first scan (0) was acquired in the unloaded state and was considered
as the reference to evaluate measurement uncertainties and run subsequent correlations. Then, 10 additional
scans were acquired for the purpose of in-situ bulk kinematic measurements.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Change of mechanical residuals Φm with respect to gray level correlation residuals Φc

for scans 00 and 08. (b) Standard displacement and nodal major eigen strain uncertainties for different bulk
regularization lengths ℓm.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Figure 3. Thresholded major eigen strain fields of the single notched specimen computed for scans (a) 00,
(b) 01, (c) 02, (d) 03, (e) 04, (f) 05, (g) 06, (h) 07, (i) 08 and (j) 09.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. 3D renderings of εxx, εyy and εzz strain fields for scan 08.

Figure 5. εzz strains averaged through the material thickness (y−direction) and extracted for the mid-
height notch plane (z = 538 vx). The averaged εzz strains were computed for the scans acquired at the peak of
the prescribed loading cycles (i.e., scans 01, 03, 05, 07 and 08). The blue rectangle in the thresholded εzz field
of scan 08 depicts the plane in which the through-thickness averaged εzz strains were assessed.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Figure 6. Gray level residual maps of the single notched specimen calculated for scans (a) 00, (b) 01,
(c) 02, (d) 03, (e) 04, (f) 05, (g) 06, (h) 07, (i) 08 and (j) 09. The blue circles depict the first detected damage
locations, while the red, green and purple circles indicate additional damaged zones. The red rectangular
prism denotes damaged zones in the notched region.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Figure 7. Comparison of cumulative probabilities of major eigen strains of the notched region and the
remainder of the inspected ROI (Fig. 1(a)) for scans (a) 00, (b) 01, (c) 02, (d) 03, (e) 04, (f) 05, (g) 06, (h) 07,
(i) 08 and (j) 09.
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Figure 8. Comparison of mean levels of major eigen strain distributions between the notched region
and the remainder of the ROI (Fig. 1(a)). The error bars depict the standard deviation of the corresponding
distributions.

Table 1: Standard displacement and strain uncertainties of DVC measurements, as well as RMS norm of
the correlation residuals when employing bulk and surface regularization length equal to 64 vx. The measure-
ment uncertainties were evaluated by correlating the two scans acquired prior to prescribing tension (i.e., scans
0 and 00, see Fig. 1(b)).

Std(Ux) 0.05 vx
Std(Uy) 0.05 vx
Std(Uz) 0.04 vx
Std(ε1) 5×10-4

RMS(φc) 21.7 GL
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Table 2: Mean level and standard deviation of major eigen strain distributions extracted for the prescribed
loading history.

Mean(ε1), - Std(ε1), -

Scan
Remaining

ROI
Notched
region

Remaining
ROI

Notched
region

00 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.005
01 0.016 0.018 0.011 0.010
02 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.006
03 0.035 0.038 0.023 0.021
04 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.006
05 0.067 0.071 0.041 0.037
06 0.023 0.027 0.016 0.012
07 0.114 0.121 0.065 0.062
08 0.127 0.134 0.076 0.072
09 0.062 0.064 0.037 0.032
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Table A.1: Scanning parameters.

Tomograph North Star Imaging X50+
X-ray source XRayWorX XWT-240-CT
Target/ Anode W (reflection mode)
Filter None
Voltage 145 kV
Current 78 µA
Focal spot size 5 µm
Tube to detector 910 mm
Tube to object 53 mm
Detector Dexela 2923
Definition 1507 × 1849 pixels (2 × 2 binning)
Scanning settings High quality Continuous
Number of projections 800 768
Angular amplitude 360° 360°
Frame average 20 per projection Continuous (1 per step)
Frame rate 3 fps 3 fps
Acquisition duration 1 h 46 min 26 s 4 min 26 s
Reconstruction algorithm Filtered back-projection Filtered back-projection
Gray level amplitude 8 bits 8 bits
Volume size 680×465×1001 vx (after crop) 680×465×1001 vx (after crop)
Field of view 7.3 × 10 × 20.5 mm3 7.3 × 10 × 20.5 mm3

Image scale 14.6 µm/voxel 14.6 µm/voxel

Table A.2: DVC analysis parameters employed herein.

DVC software Correli 3.0 [24]
Image filtering None
Element length (mean) 11 vx
Shape functions Linear (T4)
Mesh Unstructured (Fig. 1(a))
Matching criterion Penalized sum of square differences
Regularization length Bulk: 64 vx, Dirichlet nodes: 64 vx
Interpolant Cubic
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